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Tutorial

Cowboy finds 
box A.M.I Scanning Confused

Hold up, I'm 
picking up 

some 
disturbance

Pigerton Smith -- Happy

Ooo, you sneak 
onto this fine 
vessel of the 
seas as well?

1 ships leaving 
Titan

In the year 3992, the human race 
had finally developed the 

technology to travel to different 
worlds

1 ships leaving 
Titan

In the year 3992, the human race 
had finally developed the 
technology to travel to different 
worlds

1 ships leaving 
Titan

In the year 3992, the human race 
had finally developed the 
technology to travel to different 
worlds

Cowboy beings 
to head to the 
Relicta Region

Cowboy -- Confused
What do you 

mean 
disturbances?

Cowboy Searching for 
the voice Confused Huh?

2 A ship with the 
TWI logo on it

With the help of the Titan 
Wonders Incorporated, we made 
it to Proxima Centauri B and set it 

up as our new home

2 A ship with the 
TWI logo on it

With the help of the Titan 
Wonders Incorporated, we made 
it to Proxima Centauri B and set it 
up as our new home

2 A ship with the 
TWI logo on it

With the help of the Titan 
Wonders Incorporated, we made 
it to Proxima Centauri B and set it 
up as our new home

Cowboy 
Encounters 

TWI
A.M.I Crashing Scared I... Ca... Som... 

Lockin.... Out.... Pigerton Smith Disabling 
invisiblility field Nervous

oh, haha, forgot 
about that little 

do-dad, I'm 
Pigerton Smith, 
but you can call 

me piggy, or 
smith, or piggy 

smith, or 
smithy, or...

3
Budding Colony 

on Proxima 
Centauri

Life was good for a long time, we 
set up science camps and 

everything seemed to just work...
3

Budding Colony 
on Proxima 

Centauri

Life was good for a long time, we 
set up science camps and 
everything seemed to just work...

3
Budding Colony 

on Proxima 
Centauri

Life was good for a long time, we 
set up science camps and 
everything seemed to just work...

Cowboy 
defeats TWI 
agents and 

leaves

Cowboy -- Concerned A.M.I?... A.M.
I?! Cowboy Cutting him off Confused

Alright, alright, 
Pigerton, I think 

I get the idea

4
Our Cowboy in 
a security TWI 

uniform

I was a simple security guard for 
the TWI, I was there when shit hit 

the fan
4

Our Cowboy in 
a security TWI 

uniform

I was a simple security guard for 
the TWI, I was there when shit hit 
the fan

4
Our Cowboy in 
a security TWI 

uniform

I was a simple security guard for 
the TWI, I was there when shit hit 
the fan

Lvl 1

Gets to docks Thaddius Cade -- Deadpan Can you hear 
me? Pigerton Smith -- Repulsed

Oh god no, 
please never 
just call me 
Pigerton, it 
sounds so 

wrong...

5 S.T.A.N 
breaking down

4 years ago, S.T.A.N shut down 
and in doing so, doomed us to 
isolation. We lost contact with 
earth and they abandoned us

5 S.T.A.N 
breaking down

4 years ago, S.T.A.N shut down 
and in doing so, doomed us to 
isolation. We lost contact with 
earth and they abandoned us

5 S.T.A.N 
breaking down

4 years ago, S.T.A.N shut down 
and in doing so, doomed us to 
isolation. We lost contact with 
earth and they abandoned us

Choose way of 
getting through 

the docks
Cowboy -- Concerned Who is this?! Cowboy -- Agitated God you're 

annoying

6 Society 
Breaking Down

Everything went to crap and for a 
year or two people still held out 

hope, that quickly faded
6 Society 

Breaking Down

Everything went to crap and for a 
year or two people still held out 
hope, that quickly faded

6 Society 
Breaking Down

Everything went to crap and for a 
year or two people still held out 
hope, that quickly faded

Gets on a boat 
to the Relicta 

Region
Thaddius Cade -- Deadpan

Thats not 
important right 
now, do you 

have the 
device?

A.M.I -- Smug He really is, 
isn't he

7 Bellator Elite 
rising up

Warlords began to rise up, 
bringing their own form of stability 7 Bellator Elite 

rising up
Warlords began to rise up, 
bringing their own form of stability 7 Bellator Elite 

rising up
Warlords began to rise up, 
bringing their own form of stability Cowboy -- Agitated

What have you 
done with A.M.

I?
Pigerton Smith Grabbing 

Cowboys Arm Intereeged

Ooo, what's 
that thing?, it 
looks so cool, 

I've never seen 
anything like 
this before?!

8
Our Cowboy 
looking like a 

cowboy!

Now, I run deliveries, and this 
one... this one might just kill me 8

Our Cowboy 
looking like a 

cowboy!

Now, I run deliveries, and this 
one... this one might just kill me 8

Our Cowboy 
looking like a 

cowboy!

Now, I run deliveries, and this 
one... this one might just kill me Thaddius Cade -- Deadpan

Do... You... 
Have... The... 

Package?
A.M.I

Adminstering a 
controlled 

electric shock to 
Pigerton Smith

Annoyed
Hand's off the 
merchandise 

Piggy

Tutorial

Dialogue Scene 01 Dialogue Scene 01 Dialogue Scene 01 Cowboy -- Agitated

Yes, I have the 
package know 
what have you 
done with A.M.I

Pigerton Smith Pulling their 
hand away Upset

I'm sorry, I just 
get really 

excited about 
cool tech...

Character Emotion Dialogue Character Action Emotion Dialogue Character Action Emotion Dialogue Thaddius Cade -- Deadpan

Good, get it to 
the relicta 

region as soon 
as you can, the 
TWI are hunting 

you.

Opening up 
their bag Happy

Speaking of 
new tech, you 

wanna buy 
some?, I sell all 
sorts, weapon 
mods, armor 

mods, jetpacks, 
beacons, even 
this weird thing 

that kinda 
smells like a 

dead fish

Cowboy Concern What even is this Cowboy
Looking at 
weird box 

headset (NCM)
Confused What... What 

even is it? Cowboy Looking at the 
wieird Briefcase Confused What... what 

even is it? A.M.I Rebooting Joyful

Hey Cowboy, 
whats with the 

look?, 
something 
happen?

Cowboy Face palming Unimpressed
That's cause 
that is a dead 

fish...

A.M.I (AI Wrist 
Watch) Deadpan It is a... Classified... A.M.I -- Deadpan It is... 

CLASSIFIED A.M.I
Appearing from 
the Cowboys 

Watch
Deadpan

That 
information is 

classified

Cowboy Annoyed Who's it for..? Cowboy -- Annoyed Well can ya tell 
me who it's for? Cowboy -- Annoyed Says who?!

A.M.I Deadpan It is for... Classified... A.M.I -- Deadpan It is... 
CLASSIFIED A.M.I -- Deadpan That is also 

classified...

Cowboy Annoyed Where is it going...? Cowboy -- Annoyed

Hmm... well, is 
it classified to 
know where 

we're going..?

Cowboy -- Annoyed A.M.I... I swear 
to god...

A.M.I Sarcastic It is going to... Classified... A.M.I -- Deadpan ... Yes A.M.I -- Deapan I do not like this 
tone Cowboy

Cowboy Annoyed You've gotta be kidding me Cowboy -- Agitated

God damn it 
Ami, will you 
just tell me 

already, it's not 
safe to be 

around here the 
TWI owns this 

region!

Cowboy -- Annoyed

A.M.I will you 
just tell me 

already, it's not 
safe to be here, 
the TWI could 
show up any 
minute now!

A.M.I Smug Only pulling your leg... gees, you 
are so uptight A.M.I -- Smug

Geez, yeah, 
yeah, imminant 
doom and all 
that smuch...

A.M.I

-- Smug

Ugh fine... if 
you're gonna be 

such a baby 
about it then...

Cowboy Frustrated I knew I should've got a K.E.V.I.N 
unit instead... Cowboy -- Agitated Ami... -- Deadpan

According to 
the database, 

this is a 
prototype 

Nano-Control 
Mondule. 

seems to be 
made to try and 

stop the Evo-
storms or 

something...



Tutorial

A.M.I

Agitated Don't even insinuate such a vile 
thing! A.M.I -- Smug

Okay, okay, its 
a Nano Control 
Module, NCM 
for short. The 

TWI use to use 
it to control the 
nano bots used 
for construction 
and stuff. But 
since the cut, 
they can't use 

the nano 
machines so 

Thaddius Cade 
wants it 
instead, 

something 
about taking 

over the Relicta 
Region and 

blah blah blah... 
Gonna be 

honest, I only 
skimmed the 

memo aha

A.M.I

-- Deadpan

As for who 
wants it, it's a 
man named 

Thaddius Cade, 
he has 

something to do 
with the Bellator 

Elite so...

Smug
It is a NCM for Thaddius Cade of 
the Bellator Elite. He's currently 

in the Relita Region.
Cowboy -- Annoyed

I know I 
should've 

grabbed that K.
E.V.I.N unit 

instead...

Cowboy -- Annoyed Raiders...

Cowboy Sarcastic Great... helping out my favorite 
clients once again... A.M.I -- Smug

Don't say that, I 
know ya love 

me really... well 
as much as a 

lone star weirdo 
can love an A.I 

before it 
becomes 

creepy haha

A.M.I -- Concerned

Yep, you sure 
you want to go 
through with 

this?

Cowboy -- Annoyed

We don't have 
much of a 

choice now, 
can't exactly 

give it back to 
the TWI

Alternative Ending Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Alternative Ending Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Alternative Ending Dialogue (On seperate Sheet)

Heading to the Relita Region Heading to the Relicta Region Heading to the Relicta Region

A.M.I Smug I really hate this area, it's so 
grimey and there's so much sand A.M.I Scanning the 

area Cautious

Woah, hold up 
cowboy... I'm 

picking up 
something on 

my sensors

A.M.I
Scanning the 
surrownding 

area
Cautious

Hold on... I'm 
picking up 

something on 
my sensors...

Cowboy Comedic What do you care, your just a 
glorified wrist watch Cowboy Unholsters Gun Cautious What is it? Cowboy Unholsters Gun Cautious

Raiders? some 
kind of animal?, 

I need more

A.M.I Annoyed

I'll have you know that I am far 
more than that! but yes, sand 

does bother me!, it's corse and 
rough and it gets everywhere!

A.M.I Scanning the 
area Cautious

A shuttle of 
some kind... 
it's... hmm... 
hard to get a 

reading

A.M.I
Scanning the 
surrownding 

area
Annoyed Yes, give me a 

minute!

Cowboy Comedic Haha, A.M.I, you're certainly an 
interesti... Cowboy Looking around Cautious

What is it?, 
where is it 

coming from?
Cowboy -- Cautious A.M.I, we don't 

have a minute

TWI Agent - 
Sergent Varder Commanding HEY! are you a Cowboy? A.M.I -- Agitated Shit... it's the 

TWI... A.M.I -- Stunned Shit...

Cowboy Guarded What's it to you? Cowboy -- Agitated Tita Varl Cowboy -- Cautious What?!

Sergent Varder Menacing You have something that belongs 
to us Sergent Varder -- Pround

Cowboy... You 
have something 
that belongs to 

us... Hand it 
over and no 
one needs to 

die...

A.M.I -- Stunned Its the TWI

Cowboy Smug Well... You'll have to come and 
get it!

Cowboy -- Annoyed Over my dead 
body Tivlaci Cowboy Annoyed Tita Varl

Sergent Varder -- Cocky
As you wish, 
Get in there 

men!

... -- Suprised

Is... no it can't 
be... Cowboy?, 
we all assumed 
you had died in 

the 

Cowboy -- Suprised Depends on 
whos askin'

... -- Happy It's me... Varder

Cowboy -- Suprised
Varder?, you 

stayed with the 
TWI then?

Varder Draws Gun Cautious
Someone had 
to keep their 

loyalties

Cowboy -- Cautious

Y'know I can't 
give you the 

briefcase right?, 
I have my own 

mission I'm 
on...

Varder -- Cautious
Don't make me 

do this 
Cowboy...

Cowboy -- Cautious
Turn around 
and I won't 
have to...

Varder -- Annoyed
You've left me 

no choice 
then...

Initiate Tutorial Combat Initiate Tutorial Combat Initiate Tutorial Combat
Allies

VS

Enemies Allies

VS

Enemies Allies

VS

Enemies
Cowboy Sergent Varder Cowboy Sergent Varder Cowboy Agent Gorgo Agent Valik

A.M.I Agent Gorgo A.M.I Agent Gorgo A.M.I Agent Vale
Agent 

CakeWalker Agent Vale Agent Crasick

Tutorial Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Tutorial Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Tutorial Dialogue (On seperate Sheet)

After Combat After Combat After Combat



Tutorial

Cowboy Relieved Well... that was easy Cowboy Holsters Gun Relieved
Well... That was 

easier than 
expected

Cowboy -- Smug

Should've 
bought more 

goons with ya 
Varder

A.M.I Deadpan Well they are TWI agents, what 
do you expect... A.M.I -- Relieved

I know right, 
their training 

regiment reallly 
isn't up to 
standard 

anymore haha

Varder Holsters Gun Smug

If I'd known it 
was you, 
would've 

brought a whole 
damn army

Cowboy Smug True haha, very true

Cowboy -- Relaxed

Haha, too true. 
How long until 

we're at the 
Relicta Region?

Cowboy Holsters Gun Relieved

Haha, Take 
care old friend, 
I'm sure I'll be 

seeing you 
again

A.M.I -- Relaxed
Around 20 

minutes away 
now.

Varder -- Relieved I'm sure you 
will...

Lvl 1

Dialogue Scene 02 Dialogue Scene 02 Dialogue Scene 02
Heading to the Docks of the Vaktu Region Heading to the Docks of the Vaktu Region Heading to the Docks of the Vaktu Region

Character Action Emotion Dialogue Character Action Emotion Dialogue Character Action Emotion Dialogue

A.M.I -- Confused What was that 
all about? A.M.I -- Confused What was that 

all about? A.M.I -- Confused What was that 
all about?

Cowboy -- Concerned

An old military 
friend, not sure 
why he let us 
go but... I'm 

sure its nothing 
good

Cowboy -- Concern

An old friend, I 
guess... not 

sure why he let 
us go but I'm 

sure he has his 
reasons

Cowboy -- Concern

An old friend, I 
guess... not 

sure why he let 
us go but I'm 

sure he has his 
reasons

A.M.I --

Concerned It never is... 

A.M.I --

Concern
Hmm, let's 

hope they're 
good ones

A.M.I --

Concern
Hmm, let's 

hope they're 
good ones

Deadpan

We're 
approaching 

the docks now, 
how do you 

want to do this?

Deadpan

We're almost at 
the docks now, 

how do you 
wanna do this

Deadpan

We're almost at 
the docks now, 

how do you 
wanna do this

Cowboy -- Deapan What are my 
options? Cowboy -- Questioning What are my 

options? Cowboy -- Questioning What are my 
options?

A.M.I Scanning the 
area Concentrating

Well, there's the 
main 

checkpoint, it's 
quick but 

heavily guarded

A.M.I Scanning the 
Area Concentrating

Well, there's the 
main 

checkpoint but 
it's heavily 

guarded so I 
suggest 

avoiding that 
route

A.M.I Scanning the 
Area Concentrating

Well, there's the 
main 

checkpoint but 
it's heavily 

guarded so I 
suggest 

avoiding that 
route

The there's the 
side checkpoint 
which isn't as 

heavily guarded 
but, I reckon 

you could butter 
up those 

guards and get 
them to let you 

past

Then there's 
the side 

checkpoint 
which is less 

heavily guarded 
and according 

to my data 
scan, there are 

some more 
crooked guards 

there, you 
might be able to 
bribe your way 

through

Then there's 
the side 

checkpoint 
which is less 

heavily guarded 
and according 

to my data 
scan, there are 

some more 
crooked guards 

there, you 
might be able to 
bribe your way 

through
Or, theres the 
sneaky way, 

that area is the 
most guarded 
but I reckon if 
you slink your 
way through, it 
could be the 

safest

The final route 
seems to be the 
most guarded 
but it looks like 
you should be 
able to sneak 

through without 
much trouble

The final route 
seems to be the 
most guarded 
but it looks like 
you should be 
able to sneak 

through without 
much trouble

Cowboy -- Concentrating
Hmm, okay 

well, lets do this 
then

Cowboy -- Smug
Well, this 

should be fun 
then...

Cowboy -- Smug
Well, this 

should be fun 
then...

Initiate Main Checkpoint Combat Initiate Main Checkpoint Combat Initiate Main Checkpoint Combat

Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies
Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon

A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon
TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon

Initiate Side Checkpoint Combat Initiate Side Checkpoint Combat Initiate Side Checkpoint Combat

Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies
Cowboy TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon

A.M.I TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon
TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon

Side Checkpoint Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Side Checkpoint Dialogue (On seperate Sheet) Side Checkpoint Dialogue (On seperate Sheet)

Initiate Sneak Route Combat Initiate Sneak Route Combat Initiate Sneak Route Combat
Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies Allies

Vs

Enemies
Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon Cowboy TWI Goon TWI Goon

A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon A.M.I TWI Goon TWI Goon
TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon TWI Goon

On the Ship On the Ship On the Ship

A.M.I -- Smug Well, that was 
easy A.M.I -- Smug Well, that was 

easy A.M.I -- Smug Well, that was 
easy

Cowboy -- Smug

Says the one 
who sits on my 
wrist and does 
nothing haha

Cowboy -- Smug

Says the one 
who sits on my 
wrist and does 

nothing

Cowboy -- Smug

Says the one 
who sits on my 
wrist and does 

nothing

A.M.I -- Annoyed

Heyy!, I give 
you your entire 

interface, 
without me, 
you'd be lost!

A.M.I -- Annoyed
Hey!, without 
me you'd be 

completely lost!
A.M.I -- Annoyed

Hey!, without 
me you'd be 

completely lost!

Admit it!!, you 
need me!!

Cowboy -- Smug Ha, maybe Cowboy -- Smug Ha, maybe
Cowboy -- Smug

I suppose you 
do have your 

uses haha



Lvl 1

Cowboy -- Smug I do need ya A.
M.I, don't worry, 
I'm not going to 

abandon you

Cowboy -- Smug Ha, maybe Cowboy -- Smug Ha, maybe






















